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COMMAND OPERATIONS REPORT 

1. Command Data 

a. Name of Command: Naval Medical Logistics Command 

(NAVMEDLOGCOM) 

b. Unit Identification Code: 62645 

c. Name and rank of Commanding Officer: 

(1) Name: Seymour, Mary S. 

(2) Rank: Captain 

d. Date assumed Command: 05 September 2013 

e. Mission, command employment, area of responsibility: As 

the Navy Medicine center for logistics and procurement 

expertise, NAVMEDLOGCOM delivers patient-centered logistics 

solutions for military medicine. 

f. Permanent location: Fort Detrick, Frederick, MD. 

g. Immediate superior in command: Navy Medicine Education 

Training and Logistics Command (NMETLC), San Antonio, Texas 

h. Operational superior in command: NMETLC 

i. Administrative superior in command: NMETLC 

j. Name of commands assigned under operational control: 

(1) Navy Expeditionary Medical Support Command, 

Williamsburg, VA 

(2) Naval Ophthalmic Support and Training Activity, 

Yorktown, VA 

(3) Naval Medical Logistics Command Detachment, 

Pirmasens, Germany 

k. Type of aircraft assigned: N/A 

1. Unit stationed aboard as tenant activities: Fort 

Detrick, MD 
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m. Number of personnel assigned: 

(1) Officers: 11 

(2) Enlisted: 16 

(3) Civilians: 136 

n. Command point of contact: 

1) Name: Evans, Julius L. 

2) Job Title: Public Affairs Officer 

3) Email: julius.].evans.civ@émail.mil 

4) Phone number: 301-619-9650 

5) Command mailing address: COMMANDING OFFICER 

NAVAL MEDICAL LOGISTICS 

COMMAND 

693 NEIMAN STREET 

FORT DETRICK, MD 

21702-9203 

2. Commander Assessment. NAVMEDLOGCOM is fully mission-capable 

as demonstrated by its 2016 accomplishments. 

a. NAVMEDLOGCOM executed its mission of delivering patient- 

centered logistics solutions for military medicine with the 

utmost professionalism. 

b. NAVMEDLOGCOM demonstrated a dedicated commitment to its 

vision to become the Department of Defense's (DoD’s) premier 

medical logistics support activity as explained below: 

c. NAVMEDLOGCOM is Navy Medicine’s center of logistics 

expertise. It supports big Navy objectives by designing, 

executing and administering individualized state-of-the-art 
solutions to meet customers’ medical materiel and health care 

service needs. Its mission is to deliver patient centered 

logistics solutions for military medicine, and its vision is to 

become the Department of Defense’s premier medical logistics 

support activity. 
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d. NAVMEDLOGCOM was realigned under its Immediate Superior 

in Command, Feb. 15, 2016. Soon after, Rear Adm. Rebecca J. 

McCormick-Boyle, Commander, Navy Medicine Education, Training 

Command, San Antonio, Texas, and Command Master Chief, CMDCM 

(SW/AW) Mitchell A. Sepulveda, Sr., visited NAVMEDLOGCOM, Fort 

Detrick, Maryland, 02 Mar 2016. In the months that followed, to 

reflect the realignment, Navy Medicine Education and Training 

Command changed its name to Navy Medicine Education, Training 

and Logistics Command (NMETLC). 

e. NAVMEDLOGCOM, headed by Capt. Mary S. Seymour, is 

staffed with logisticians, analysts, clinical engineers, 

contracting officers, legal counsel and a host of integral 

support staff. They are dedicated to helping customers define 

their health care and medical logistics requirements, 

understanding the marketplace to support the requirements, and 

providing cost-effective, efficient contracts to satisfy those 

requirements. NAVMEDLOGCOM has executed hundreds of millions of 

dollars’ worth of purchases in the medical equipment and 

maintenance field for the operating forces and fixed treatment 

facilities; and contracted more than 4,000 health care workers 

for service in Navy Military Treatment Facilities. 

f. Beyond the purchases of medical equipment and health 

care services, NAVMEDLOGCOM supports a number of high profile 

programs. It provides engineering support for medical and 

dental space configuration for new ships’ construction and 

maintains authorized medical and dental allowance lists for the 

operational forces. NAVMEDLOGCOM is the field operating agency 

for non-clinical immunization issues related to logistical 

support of vaccine programs for the Navy. It executes the 

Navy’s radiographic Picture Archiving and Communication System 

and serves as Navy Medicine’s representative for electronic 

business systems development and maintenance. These are just a 

few of the logistical functions NAVMEDLOGCOM performs. 

g.- NAVMEDLOGCOM’s subordinate commands include the Naval 

Ophthalmic Support & Training Activity, which provides optical 

fabrication services for all operational, contingency and 

worldwide humanitarian missions. The Navy Expeditionary Medical 

Support Command, designs, builds and ships expeditionary medical 

facilities and forward deployed preventative medicine units to 

locations anywhere on the globe. Naval Medical Logistics 

Command Detachment, Pirmasens, Germany, provides medical 

logistics support and training across the full spectrum of 

military operations to the United States European Command, 
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Central Command, Special Operations Command Europe, Africa 

Command and the Department of State. 

h. Expeditionary Medical Logistics - NAVMEDLOGCOM serves as 

Navy Medicine’s lead agent for deployable medical systems to 

include Expeditionary Medical Facilities and Forward Deployed 

Preventive Medicine Units. It executes the daunting task of 

sustaining war reserve assets across the globe in an era of 

constrained resources and competing priorities, and it does so 

with a tremendous amount of professionalism and pride. 

i. NAVMEDLOGCOM’s Medical Equipment & Logistics Solutions 

(MELS) Directorate ensures technical support and management of 

applications that support the BSO-18 (Navy Medicine) enterprise. 

MELS’ approach to the management and sustainment of equipment 

programs directly impacts Navy Medicine’s mission in ensuring 

health care networks have the most up-to-date and advanced 

medical technologies to support the warrior and their 

beneficiaries’ health care readiness needs. Three core 

competencies facilitate in achieving this goal: Clinical 

Engineering Support; Imaging Informatics and Equipment; and 

Technology and Material Management. 

j. Senior Shore-Based Medical Logistician of the Year - 

LCDR Christopher Barnes, NAVMEDLOGCOM's Director, Medical 

Equipment and Logistics Solutions, was nominated for and 

selected as the BUMED Senior Shore-Based Medical Logistician of 

the Year. LCDR Barnes facilitated adept engineering acquisition 

and planning support in overseeing Navy Medicine's $90M 

centrally funded equipment budget and met/exceeded key 

obligation rates. During the 2015-2016 Influenza Season, LCDR 

Barnes ensured over 300 Navy and Marine Corps immunization 

requests for 1.3 million doses of influenza vaccine (valued at 

$12.5M) were processed and shipped in a timely manner, 

surpassing the Chief of Naval Operation's vaccine shipment goal. 

His efforts enabled Navy and Marine Corps units around the globe 

to maintain a constant state of operational readiness as 

required by the Navy Medicine Surgeon General. 

k. Operational Forces Support Directorate directly supports 

Fleet Forces, Type Commanders and other stakeholders ashore and 

afloat in managing the medical capabilities of each operational 

unit or platform through the logistics and technical data 

management of materiel contained within their Authorized Medical 

Allowance List and Authorized Dental Allowance List. 

Operational Forces Support Directorate conducts biannual reviews 
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of each platform with Fleet Forces representatives from each of 

the various communities, including submarines, cruisers, 

destroyers, frigates, amphibious assault ships and carriers. 

Operational Forces Support Directorate helps identify which 

equipment will be on new platforms as well as ships going into 

rework or Service Life Extension Program. Operational Forces 

Support Directorate helps determine which items are obsolete, 

need replacement or can remain on the allowance lists. This 

gives the platforms a snapshot of what materiel will remain on, 

removed from or be supplied to the platforms. Once Fleet Forces 

approves the suggested changes, the recommendations are 

processed. 

1. NAVMEDLOGCOM’s Director, Acquisition Directorate, serves 

as the Senior Contract Official (SCO) by monitoring and managing 

Defense Acquisition Workforce Improvement Act workforce training 

and certification, collecting and analyzing Bureau of Medicine 

and Surgery (BUMED) enterprise metrics, coordinating with Naval 

Supply Systems Command (NAVSUP) and Fleet Logistics Centers on 

authority management for BUMED procurement offices, promulgating 

best procurement business practices, and leading strategic 

sourcing commodity management for medical supplies, equipment 

and services. 

m. Services Requirements Review Board (SRRB) - The SCO 

manages the BUMED data requirements for the SRRB. The SCO 

conducts the SRRB pre-Board and facilitates the SRRB itself. The 

Naval Medical Logistics Command Commanding Officer is a member 

of the Board and the Naval Medical Logistics Command Lead 

Counsel advises the Board. 

n. Procurement Performance Management Assessment Program 

(PPMAP) - NAVMEDLOGCOM reviewed BUMED procurement activities 

under PPMAP. During these reviews, the PPMAP Team conducts 

training as part of an assessment, knowledge transfer and skill 

building session. NAVMEDLOGCOM developed a mentor team of 

experienced contracting professionals to work with activities in 

an effort to establish processes and build competencies. The 

mentor team would have regular telephone and email contact with 

the activities throughout the year and make visits as necessary. 

o. Defense Medical Logistics Standard Support System 

(DMLSS) - DMLSS is the Department of Defense, Tri-service 

medical logistics system providing medical logistics procurement 

and medical equipment management support to more than 236 DoD 

sites. 
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The Defense Medical Logistics Proponent Committee is the 

overarching guidance that is comprised of all services’ Medical 

Logistics Chiefs, inclusive of Defense Health Agency, Defense 

Logistics Agency, Military Health System and the Joint command. 

This joint operation was started in early 1998 and will move to 

a cloud-type environment in 2018. 

p. Standard Procurement System (SPS) - SPS is the 

Department of Defense, Tri-service acquisition system used by 

the Services for standard DoD contracts over the micro-purchase 

threshold, that purchase cards can’t support. Management 

structure is through a Department of the Navy Acquisition 

Program Executive Office where Navy claimancy’s comprises the 

voting body. SPS will be moving to the new electronic 

procurement system in early-to-late FY20. 

q. Invoice, Receipt, Acceptance and Property Transfer 

formerly known as (Wide Area Workflow) - The DoD’s, Tri-service 

electronic receipt and acceptance program now falls under 

invoice, Receipt, Acceptance and Property Transfer (iRAPT) and 

is the official DoD system. WAWF is a module under iRAPT for 

receipt and acceptance. Any contract awarded by DoD must use 

iRAPT for electronic processing. iRAPT is used by all DoD for 

acceptance, receipt and certifying payment to vendors. 

c. Navy Expeditionary Medical Support Command’s (NEMSCOM) - 

mission is to plan and execute elements of the Expeditionary 

Health Services Systems (EHSS) including the design, 

acquisition, receipt, assembly, integration, storage, shipment, 

maintenance, and life-cycle support of Navy deployable medical 

systems, to include Expeditionary Medical Facilities (EMFs) and 

Forward Deployable Preventive Medicine Units (FDPMU), pre- 

positioned CONUS and OCONUS. NEMSCOM provides operational 

commanders a matrix of rapidly deployable, modular and adaptive; 

expeditionary medical units to meet their mission-specific 

needs. It also coordinates and acts as a technical advisor for 

the activation and deactivation of EMFs. 

s. Civilian Medical Logistician/Supply Technician of the 

Year - While serving as the current Acting Director for 

Operations Directorate, Mr. Greg Mullins was nominated and 

received the Civilian Medical Logistician/Supply Technician of 

the Year. As the Deputy Director, Mr. Mullins’ directorate 

manages 10 EMF hospitals, each made up of approximately 68,000 

pieces of material including 597 pieces of Bio-medical equipment 

for a total cost of $22 million. Additionally, his team manages 
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7,000-9,000 receipts a year, the maintenance and calibration of 

3,000 pieces of Bio-Medical equipment on hand, 4 FDPMU platforms 

worth $2 million each, 4,000 containers and shelters and 500 

pieces of Civil Engineering Support Equipment. As a whole, his 

directorate manages $385 million worth of assets world-wide. 

Mr. Mullins is the backbone of the Operations Directorate; he 

makes every effort to see that mission success is his top 

priority for the command. See the linked article below, also 

published on NAVY.mil and DVIDS.org. 

t. Naval Ophthalmic Support and Training Activity (NOSTRA) 

is the Program Executive Office for the Department of Defense 

Optical Fabrication Enterprise, and charged with oversight of 

military optical fabrication worldwide. NOSTRA is the largest 

Department of Defense Optical Fabrication Lab and home of the 

Department of Defense’s only training program for Opticians and 

Optical Fabrication Specialists at its Tri-Services Optician 

School. NOSTRA provides optical fabrication support by 

fabricating military eyewear, prescription gas mask inserts and 

combat protective eyewear inserts. 

u. The Tri-Service Optician School (TOPS) maintained 

certification as a Commission on Para optometric Certification 

(CPC) approved program. TOPS additionally maintained its 

accreditation via the Council on Occupational Education and the 

Commission on Opticianry Accreditation. Its mission is to 

provide the Army, Air Force and Navy with quality opticianry 

training through a 24-week, DoD, uniformed services school on 

the subjects of ophthalmic dispensing, ophthalmic fabrication 

and clinical optics. Upon completing the required curriculum, 

graduates are immediately able to function as an independent 

optician in any military environment. TOPS graduated 

approximately 50 Sailors and Soldiers during FY16. Upon 

graduation students are awarded the Navy Enlisted Classification 

(NEC) Optician HM-8463 or Optical Laboratory Specialist Military 

Occupational Specialty 68H. The American Council on Education 

(ACE) has reviewed TOPS and has recommended 23 lower division 

credit hours toward a college degree. 

v. Naval Medical Logistics Command Detachment, Pirmasens, 

Germany - Naval Medical Logistics Command Detachment, Pirmasens, 

Germany supports United States Army Medical Materiel Center- 

Europe (USAMMCE) which, as the Theater Lead Agent for Medical 

Materiel, provides Life Cycle Management of Class VIII (medical) 

material; clinical and bio-medical engineering of medical 

equipment; clinical advisory and consultation; optical 
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fabrication; assemblage of sets, kits and outfits; 

reconstitution of major and minor medical assemblages, and 

supply chain training of logisticians in theater of operations. 

The NAVMEDLOGCOM Detachment Team leads USAMMCE’s Customer 

Support Division and specializes in providing its customers with 

medical logistics support and training across the full spectrum 

of military operations to EUCOM, CENTCOM, AFRICOM and SOCEUR to 

include all areas in 5th and 6th Fleets. 

3. This section describes major acquisition activities and 

notable command operations accomplishments spanning significant 

portions of the reporting period. 

a. Awarded the Defense Optical Fabrication Enterprise 

Management System contract in support of the Naval Ophthalmic 

Support and Training Activity, a contract for the management of 

optical fabrication data across all the Navy, Army, and Air 

Force totaling over $2.7 million. 

b. Executed the Newborn Screening program for all of Navy 

Medicine, which consisted of eight new IDIO contracts awarded on 

a regional basis with contract ceilings totaling over $8.2 

million. Executed 24 task orders under these contracts with 

obligations in excess of $1.5 million. 

c. Awarded a large contract for the Navy Medicine Dental Corps 

for Computer-Aided Dental Prosthesis Design/Manufacturing 

Systems (Dental CAD/CAM) equipment totaling over $5 million in 

support of the Naval Post Graduate Dental School. 

d. Continued execution of Cost Per Test/Cost Per Reportable 

Result requirements across all of Navy Medicine, while 

continuing with the requirement for execution of a strategically 

sourced family of IDIQ contracts to cover Navy Medicine in the 

areas of Clinical Chemistry, Hematology, Coagulation, and 

Urinalysis. 

e. Executed the procurement of sonography equipment totaling 

over $1.7 million to support a large sleep study for Navy 

Medicine East, to include NMC Portsmouth, NH Camp Lejeune, and 

NH Jacksonville. 

f. Awarded a contract for Left Atrial Appendage Devices in 

support of the NMC San Diego totaling $3.75 million. This 

contract provided the ability for NMC San Diego to conduct a 

specialized heart procedure for the first time in a DoD MTF. 
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g. Executed 583 Electronic Catalog orders on behalf of the 

Operational Forces Support Directorate totaling over $2.8 

million. By the end of FY16, the command had executed equipment 

contracting 485 actions, with a total amount of $56,866,407. 

h. Reviewed 186 internal files for Quality Assurance Self- 

Assessment (QASA) review. The files included the categories of 

large contracts, federal supply schedule awards, simplified 

acquisitions and modifications. QASA results were input into 

the Command's non-conformance database and used to plan and 

execute targeted interventions to address specific problems. 

i. Served as the Quality Assurance Program Manager (QAPM) for 

17 solicitation and contract review boards in FY16. The QAPM 

provided valuable information to ensure the high dollar value, 

complex requirements were policy compliant. 

j. Continued development of internal quarterly metrics 

dashboard to include the Procurement Data Standard (PDS) 

Compliance Rate, Total Actions for Contract Closeout, Defense 

Acquisition Workforce Initiative Certification and Continuous 

Learning Point Compliance, Contracting Dollars and Actions 

Executed, Procurement Action Lead Time Average, Total Awards, 

and Awards by Priority Distribution. 

k. Coordinated the effort to elevate the NAVMEDLOGCOM PDS 

compliance rates, defined by DPAP as the minimum requirements 

for contract writing systems to improve visibility of contract- 

related data. This effort was coordinated through in-person 

trainings, PowerPoint presentations and one-on-one support 

throughout the year. Coordinated the effort to eliminate the 

Standard Procurement System (SPS) award closeout backlog in 

preparation for audit readiness and a new contract writing 

system scheduled to be implemented in FY22. 

1. The Senior Contracting Official (SCO) managed the BUMED data 

requirements for the SRRB. The SCO conducted the SRRB pre-Board 

and facilitated the SRRB itself. The Naval Medical Logistics 

Command Commanding Officer is a member of the Board and the 

Naval Medical Logistics Command Lead Counsel advises the Board. 

The SRRB reviewed service contract requirements equal to or 

greater than $150,000. The Board conducted the review in four 

phases. Phase I reviewed requirements for the BUMED 

Headquarters. Phase II reviewed requirements for Field Service 

Activities commands. Phase III reviewed Regional/Medical 
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Treatment Facility (MTF) non-personal service contracts. Phase 

IV reviewed the MTF personal service contract requirements. In 

total, the Board reviewed 2,459 requirements valued at $768 

million. The Board found no evidence of contract fraud and that 

the Contracting Officers Representatives (CORs) were properly 

trained and engaged in accordance with the BUMED Standard 

Operating Procedures. The Board also found opportunities to 

improve in the areas of CORs being registered in the Contracting 

Officers Representative Tool and Technical Assistants being 

appointed in writing. 

m. SCO quarterly metrics have been updated to include the 

addition of the Contract Closeout backlog metric. This metric 

provides individual Navy Medicine contracting offices with the 

visibility needed to address and eliminate this backlog. The 

SCO has worked with each Region and site to identify an 

individualized plan to address its backlog. Contract closeout 

has been identified as an audit readiness issue in addition to 

the FY22 scheduled implementation of a new contract writing 

system. 

n. Coordinated the effort to elevate the enterprise Procurement 

Data Standard (PDS) compliance rates, defined by DPAP as the 

minimum requirements for contract writing systems to improve 

visibility of contract-related data. This effort was 

coordinated through in-person trainings, tele-conferences, 

presented at the Navy Medicine Business Operations Training 

Symposium (NMBOTS), PowerPoint presentations, and Help Desk 

support. The PDS metric measures the data standard that is 

intended to be adopted and implemented DoD-wide for creation, 

translation, processing, and sharing of procurement action data. 

It defines the minimum requirements for contract writing system 

output to improve visibility and accuracy of contract-related 

data, to support interoperability of Department of Defense (DoD) 

acquisition systems and to standardize and streamline the 

procure-to-pay business process. Further, the PDS will improve 

visibility of contract-related data, enabling senior DoD 

leadership to make better informed business decisions. And 

finally, this data standard will support future migration to 

enterprise and federal systems and processes where appropriate. 

o. Provided two sessions of training for new SPS users 

throughout the enterprise for familiarization and hands on 

experience with the SPS system. The trainings included one-on- 

one interaction and question and answer sessions with 
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NAVMEDLOGCOM contracting officers, contacting specialists, and 

other subject matter experts. 

p. The Procurement Performance Management Assessment Program 

(PPMAP) team conducted 24 PPMAPs in FY16. The PPMAPs included 

review of Navy Medicine activities' delegated procurement 

authority for simplified acquisitions, ordering and purchase 

card functions. In addition to performing reviews, the command 

conducted PPMAP-related training for the Virtual Logistics 

Symposium, NMBOTS, and various informal events. 

q. Continued to manage procurement authority for 39 Navy 

Medicine activities. Changes in FY16 included granting new or 

increased authority as follows: 1) Naval Health Research Center, 

open market authority up to $100,000; 2) Navy Marine Corps 

Public Health Center, Electronic Catalog Ordering authority up 

to $150,000; 3) Naval Hospital Camp Pendleton, increased 

ordering authority up to $1 million; and 4) Navy Medicine 

Operational Training Center, ordering authority for supplies up 

£6. S:150;,.00.0. 

4. Chronology Narrative. Provided is a chronological listing 

of selected NAVMEDLOGCOM accomplishments in 2016: 

15 January 2016 — Solicitation Review Board held for the West 

Dental Multiple Award Task Order (MATO) Indefinite-Delivery 

Indefinite Quantity (IDIQ) contract. This requirement replaces 

the current West Coast Dental MATO and covers the continental 

United States Navy Medicine West locations and NH Guam. The 

requirement is valued at $89 million and is scheduled to be 

awarded in 2017. 

27 January —- 05 Feb 2016 - Coordinated, answered questions and 

briefed members of Naval Supply Systems Command (NAVSUP) for the 

Procurement Performance Management Assessment Program (PPMAP). 

NAVMEDLOGCOM received a rating of SATISFACTORY with no 

significant findings, one noteworthy accomplishment and numerous 

positive comments. 

10 February 2016 - migrated NAVMEDLOGCOM user Internet Protocol 

(IP) space to Network Enterprise Center management collapsed IP 

segments, coordinated downtime, migrated devices to new IP 

space. 

18 February 2016 - Performed Phase I of the Value Stream 

Analysis (VSA) on the "Logical Follow-On Task Order Process." 
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These VSAs serve to identify process improvements through 

mapping current processes and identifying non-value added steps 

or elements in the process. 

February - March 2016 - Engaged in re-competing all personal 

services task order requirements from the expiring Lemoore/29 

Palms Medical MATO. This MATO expired at the end of March and 

all requirements were competed onto the other market segmented 

medical MATOs. Combined with the effort of re-competing the 

Southwest Medical MATO at the end of July 2016, the team 

completed more than 65 Task Order Proposal Requests containing 

more than 155 Full Time Equivalents valued at more than $14 

million. 

04 April 2016 - Coordinated DASN's PPMAP visit this week. This 

visit yielded overall positive results for Deputy Assistant 

Secretary of the Navy’s (DASN) review of NAVSUP Head of 

Contracting Activity functions. 

: 

14 April 2016 - Solicitation Review Board held for the Southeast 

Medical MATO IDIQ contract. This requirement replaces the 

current Carolina MATO contracts and the market segmented 

Southeast Physician, Southeast Ancillary, and Southeast Nursing 

MATO IDIQ contracts. This procurement will allow services under 

each of the seven labor bands (physician, allied health, 

nursing, advanced practice nursing, technologist, technician, 

and assistant) to be provided at MTFs in the Southeast region of 

the United States (including the Carolinas). The requirement is 

valued at $580 million and is scheduled to be awarded in October 

2017. 

25 April 2016 - helped Walter Reed National Military Medical 

Center (WRNMMC) enclave achieve interim authority to operate 

(IATO) by closing out all Category (CAT) I vulnerabilities, 

which can directly and immediately result in loss of system 

confidentiality, availability, or integrity, and significantly 

reducing CAT II and III vulnerabilities, which have the 

potential to degrade system confidentiality, availability, or 

integrity. 

01 - 30 April 2016 - The NAVMEDLOGCOM Sexual Assault Prevention 

and Response team coordinated a donation drive for Heartly 

House, which provides comprehensive services for victims and 

survivors of domestic violence. Their efforts led to the 

donation of over 200 items such as phones, clothing, teddy 
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bears, personal items and office supplies that aided victims in 

recovery and the staff helping them. 

01 - 30 April 2016 - NAVMEDLOGCOM’s Small Business Advisor 

attended Department of Navy (DON) Office of Small Business 

Programs (OSBP) training event in Atlanta, GA. Mandated by 

SECNAVINST 4380.8C, this training includes presentations and 

speakers from the Small Business Administration (SBA), 

Department of Defense (DoD) Office of Small Business Programs, 

and senior acquisition staff from DASN - Acquisition and 

Procurement concerning new policy and acquisition program 

information as it relates to Navy’s Small Business Programs. 

11 May 2016 - Provided Navy Alcohol and Drug Abuse Prevention 

training through "Comedy is the Cure" with Bernie McGrenahan. 

Training provided to all military staff assigned to the command 

and made available to all services within Fort Detrick. 

23 - 26 May 2016 - Conversational Leadership provided by the 

Jorgensen Leadership Center conducted for military and civilian 

staff assigned to the Command. The training focused on the 

Executive Steering Committee, Code 4 and Code 5. 

29 June 2016 - Solicitation Review Board held for the Northeast 

Medical MATO IDIQ contract. This requirement replaces the 

current Northeast Medical MATO contracts and the market 

segmented Northeast Physician, Northeast Ancillary, and 

Northeast Nursing MATO IDIQ contracts. This procurement will 

allow services under each of the seven labor bands (physician, 

allied health, nursing, advanced practice nursing, technologist, 

technician, and assistant) to be provided at MTFs in the 

Northeast region of the United States. The requirement is 

valued at $870 million and is scheduled to be awarded in 

December 2017. 

O01 July 2016 - rolled out 802.1x authentication to all network 

devices, tested and coordinated with NEC, scheduled maintenance 

with NAVMEDLOGCOM users to minimize impact to mission. 

26-27 July 2016, NAVMEDLOGCOM hosted a COR course to the 

Financial and Materiel Management Training Command, as well as 

other civilians and military from around Navy medicine. 

Seventeen students received COR training from Code 05 

representatives and the command counsel. 
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17 August 2016 - deployed new storage area network and fabric 

switches, worked with vendor for install and configuration, 

migrated user data with no interruption to NAVMEDLOGCOM mission. 

04 October 2016 ~ helped WRNMMC enclave achieve IATO by closing 

out all CAT I vulnerabilities and significantly reducing CAT II 

and III vulnerabilities. 

06 October 2016 - Training conducted by Corporal Brian Elliott 

of the Frederick Drug Task Force in support of the U.S. Navy’s 

2016 Substance Abuse Prevention Campaign, “Prescription for 

Discharge”. Corporal Elliott’s presentation helped to inform 

NAVMEDLOGCOM personnel of local threats and promoted the Navy’s 

substance abuse prevention initiatives. The information and 

presentation aids were instrumental in informing members of the 

Command about substance abuse and illegal drugs common in the 

Frederick area allowing them to better protect themselves and 

their families. 

01 December 2016 — NAVMEDLOGCOM’s Small Business Advisor 

provided training to the acquisition staff including an update 

on small business policy and legislation and an overview of 

NAVMEDLOGCOM’s annual small business program accomplishments. 

05 December 2016 - Conducted an All Hands training stand-down to 

complete FY17 required Standardized Core Training requirements 

and the Command Assigned Readiness Enhancement training topics. 

The training included all military staff members assigned to the 

Command and Active Duty Navy staff assigned to various Navy 

billets at Fort Detrick. 
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